
Caroline Keller Band Bio 
Caroline Keller Band are storytellers at heart. Timeless melodies and 
thoughtful, reverent lyrics draws the listener in and transports them to 
another time and place making each performance more of an 
experience. 

Caroline Keller Band say their main goal with their songwriting is to be 
“Authentic”. Authentic to themselves and authentic to their audience. 
Strong songwriting and musical prowess brings the songs to life 
whether it is in a small, intimate venue or on one of the many larger 
stages that the band has performed on during its career.

Caroline has been pursuing her dream of being a Country music artist 
from a very early age. She made a name for herself as a Country 
Gospel singer starting when she was sixteen. She recorded three 
albums and topped the Country Gospel charts, with four songs ranked 
in the top ten. 

Caroline wants to inspire. She’s a songwriter who understands that the 
hard parts of life — the parts that stick with you — can’t always be 
expressed with simple words. Sometimes, you have to put those words 
into a song. 

Caroline has paired with fellow songwriters and touring musicians John 
Christenbury and Clint Presley forming the "Caroline Keller Band." The 
band, at its core, are friends that have music running through their 
veins. They are adventurers, coffee drinkers, and lovers of traditional 
country music. Their sound has been described as "Traditional Country 
with an Americana flair".  

In the summer of 2016 they were invited to be a part of the Sunday 
night writers nights at the Bluebird café and have since been making 



quarterly appearances. They were awarded the 2017 Don Gibson 
Singer Songwriter Symposium award with their song "The Way It Goes" 
as well as 2019 Queen City Country Female Artist of the Year and 2018 
Carolina Music Award Best Americana Band.


